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Stock market is an emerging capital market in our country. Since the Shanghai 
stock market and Shenzhen stock market were established in 1990, Chinese stock 
market has experienced several ups and downs. In this process, a lot of investors have 
grew up, but these are also many people who are lack of skill and have no time to 
stare at the fluctuating prices, they buy or sale their securities based on the 
investigation report prepared by securities analyst. Securities analyst has the 
professional qualities in gathering information and is more sensitive to it. they can 
provide objective advice for the investors when they appeared as a professional group. 
However, while affirming their achievements, more frequent incidents of Stock 
Black-mouth has also sounded the alarm. Administrative punishment messures are 
necessary, but they can not indemnify investors’ loss. The civil punishment messures 
are more efficient and have unique superiority in punishing offenders and 
indemmifying the investor’s loss. So, drawing on the experience from mature foreign 
capital market and improving the civil compensation system have became urgency to 
defend our capital market. However, there are so many participants in the securities 
market, the analyst should be responsible to which part of the investors, how to 
identify the legal causality and calculate the amount of loss. These questions above 
need us to give an answer. 
This paper includes four Chapters, amounts to nine Subchapters. 
Chapter one shows us the effect of civil liability in restricting the analyst’s action. 
After the relative analysis to several nature of the responsibility theory, I give the 
conclusion that the securities analyst’s liability to the investors is tort liability. 
Chapter two is about the participants in the relationship. Firstly, based on the 
generally accepted key feathers by scholars both at home and abroad, I conclude the 
securities analyst belongs the expect which we will study. Secondly, with regard to 















development process of CPAs, and fininally, the responsibility counterpart is confined 
to “foreseeable third party standard”. 
Chapter three expounds the elements of the responsibility of experts. Securities 
analyst’s professional responsibility is formed by offending conduct to expert 
obligation, subjective fault, loss and causation, I introduce “Fraud on the market 
theory” and “Presumption of Reliance” in order to resolve whether the Securities 
analyst should be responsible for the investor’s loss. 
Chapter four expounds the manner of professional responsibility assumption 
mainly is compensatory damages. This part describes the general compensation 
number computing technology and current compensation system asked for and I give 
my constructive suggestion. 
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